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Interfacing a TMS320C3x to the
TLC320AD58C 18-Bit Stereo A/D
Converter

Abstract
This document discusses how to initialize the TMS320C3x to
interface with the TLC320AD58C 18-bit stereo analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) without glue logic.
The TLC320AD58C serial interface provides several master and
slave modes for 16-bit or 18-bit data output, to be compatible with a
wide range of DSPs. To interface with the TMS320C3x 32-bit
floating-point DSP, the 18-bit master mode ‘100’ was chosen to get
an 18-bit resolution result and meet the TMS320C3x serial port
requirements. This document gives timing diagrams, a schematic
and several code listings to allow a designer to readily implement
this solution.
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Design Problem
How do I initialize the TMS320C3x to interface with the
TLC320AD58C 18-bit stereo analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
without glue logic?

Solution
The TLC320AD58C serial interface provides several master and
slave modes for 16-bit or 18-bit data output to be compatible with a
wide range of DSPs. To interface with the TMS320C3x 32-bit
floating-point DSP, the 18-bit master mode ‘100’ was chosen to get
an 18-bit resolution result and meet the TMS320C3x serial port
requirements. The timing diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TLC320AD58C Serial Interface 18-bit Master Mode ‘100’ Timing
Diagram

The frame sync signal (FSYNC) is then used to designate valid data
from the ADC, and is active for one shift clock period. After the
falling edge of FSYNC, the left channel data is shifted out on the
falling edge of SCLK with the most significant bit (D17) first. When
the last data bit is shifted out, the output remains low for another 14
SCLKs to get a total of 32 SCLK periods each channel. After 32
SCLKs, LRCLK goes low and the right channel data is then shifted
out, respectively. FSYNC and LRCLK frequency are fixed to the
sampling frequency (Fs = MCLK/256 or MCLK/384 depending on the
status of the CMODE input pin). The conversion cycle is
synchronized to the rising edge of LRCLK, thus to the falling edge of
FSYNC. Although data is shifted out in two separate time packets
representing the left and right channel digital output, the analog
inputs are sampled and converted simultaneously. In the master
mode, SCLK, FSYNC, and LRCLK are generated internally from
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MCLK depended on the status of the CMODE input pin, as shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Master-clock-to-sample-rate Conversion
MCLK (MHz)

CMODE

SCLK (MHz)

Sample Rate (kHz)

12.288
18.432

Low
High

3.072

48

11.2896
16.9344

Low
High

2.822

44.1

8.129
12.288

Low
High

2.048

32

0.256
0.384

Low
High

0.064

1

The TMS320C30 employs two bidirectional serial ports while the
TMS320C31 and TMS320C32 each have one. Each serial port
controls six port pins: FSR/FSX, CLKR/CLKX, and DR/DX for
receiving/transmitting data, respectively. Figure 2 shows the
glueless interface to the TLC320AD58C utilizing the SCLK, FSYNC,
and DOUT signals. Mode ‘100’ is set by pulling MODE1 and MODE2
pins low and MODE0 pin high. The master clock is derived from the
TMS320C3x to make sure all clock signals are synchronized. The
TMS320C3x is running at 49.152 MHz and provides the required
MCLK frequency of 12.288 MHz at the timer 0 output pin in order to
get a 48-kHz sample rate. CMODE has to be pulled low. If other
sample rates are required, refer to Table 1.
The TLC320AD58C analog function blocks are initialized together
with the DSP by a system reset, after all supply voltages are stable.
The digital function blocks are initialized by pulling down /DIGPD for
some µs. After the rising edge of /DIGPD, the device resumes
normal operation. When /DIGPD is low, the TLC320AD58C digital
function blocks are shut down and power consumption is reduced.
However, if power down mode is not required, this signal can be tied
to /ANAPD. In both cases, refer to the TI Data Acquisition Circuits
Data Book (SLAD001) for setup timing requirements. All digital
inputs and outputs of the TMS320C3x and the TLC320AD58C are 5V TTL compatible. To reduce ringing and overshot, a serial damping
resistor (50 Ω) is recommended for the master clock signal.
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Figure 2. TLC320AD58C-to-TMS320C3x interface

The TMS320C3x can be configured to receive a maximum of 32 bits
of data per word. The TLC320AD58C transmits a total of 64 bits
after the FSYNC pulse appears. To force the DSP to read the left
and right channel, the TMS320C3x serial port configuration is
toggled between continuous mode and burst mode. In burst mode,
FSYNC indicates the start of a new data transfer. In continuous
mode, the new data transfer starts immediately after the last bit of
the previous transfer has been shifted out. Both the serial port and
the timer registers are memory mapped. Eight memory-mapped
registers are provided for each serial port:

q
q
q
q
q

one global control register - defines the serial port configuration
two control registers - set the function of the CLKX/R, FSX/R,
and CLKX/R pins
three receive/transmit timer registers
one data receive register
one data transmit register

If the serial port shift clock (CLKR/CLKX) is generated externally, the
corresponding timer can be used as a general-purpose timer. Refer
to the TMS320C3x User’s Guide (SPRU031) and the TMS320C32
Addendum (SPRU132) for more information on the TMS320C3x
serial port.
TMS320C3x Software Example
The following TMS320C’ program initializes the TLC320AD58C and
the TMS320C30 serial port 1 to meet the TLC320AD58C serial
interface timing requirements, and sets up the timer 0 period register
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to generate the required MCLK frequency. On a serial port 1 receive
interrupt, which occurs after receiving 32 bits from either the left
channel or right channel, the program reads from the serial port
receive register and converts the input signal into a floating-point
number within –1.0 and 1.0. It then changes the serial port
configuration from burst to continuous mode when the right channel
has been received, or from continuous to burst mode when the left
channel has been received. The transmit port is configured as the
receive port for connection to the 18-bit TMS57014A stereo DAC.
Remember that the data has to be written to the data transmit
register no later than three CLKX cycles before the FSYNC pulse
occurs (burst mode) or the next transfers starts (continuous mode).

Example 1. TMS320C3x ‘C’ Program Listing
/*******************************************************************/
/* File: AD58.C */
/* Interfacing the 18-Bit TLC320AD58 to TMS320C3x */
/*******************************************************************/
/* include files */
/*---------------*/
#include
"vectors.h"
#include
"c3x.h"
/* global variables */
/*------------------*/
float
l_channel;
float
r_channel;
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*
main program
*/
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
void main(void)
{
asm("
ldi
1000h,ST");
/* clear and enable cache */
asm("
ldi
0h,IE");
/* clear all interrupt masks */
asm("
ldi
0h,IF");
/* clear all pending interrupt */
init_t0();
/* Generate AD58 MCLK, if required */
init_s1();
/* Initialize serial port 1 */
init_ad58();
asm("
ldi _ERINT1_CPU,IE");
/*enable serial port 1 receive int*/
asm("
or
_GIEBIT,ST"); /* global enable interrupts */
while(1);

/* wait on interrupt */

}
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Subroutine to initialize Serial Port 1 to
*/
/* communicate with TLC320AD58
*/
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
void init_s1(void)
{
serial_port[1][X_PORT] = X1_MODE;
serial_port[1][R_PORT] = R1_MODE;
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serial_port[1][GLOBAL] = S1_CONFIG;
}
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Subroutine to initialize Timer 0 to generate TLC320AD58 MCLK
*/
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
void init_t0(void)
{
timer[0][GLOBAL] = T0_HOLD;
timer[0][T_COUNTER] = 0x0;
timer[0][T_PERIOD] = T0_PERIOD;
timer[0][GLOBAL] = T0_HOLD;
}
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Serial Port Receive Interrupt Service Routine
*/
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
void c_int08(void)
{
/* reconfigure serial port to receive both channels
*/
/*
within one frame sync
*/
if (serial_port[1][GLOBAL] & 0x0C00)
{
/* read LEFT channel and normalize within -1.0..1.0 */
l_channel = ((float) (serial_port[1][R_DATA] >> 14))/(4.0*65536);
/* switch to burst mode */
serial_port[1][GLOBAL] = serial_port[1][GLOBAL] & 0xFFFFF3FF;
/* if transmitting to DAC, make sure to write to the transmit
register no later than 3 SCLK=CLKX cycles before the rising
edge of FSYNC */
}
else
{
/* read RIGHT channel and normalize within -1.0..1.0 */
r_channel = ((float) (serial_port[1][R_DATA] >> 14))/(4.0*65536);
/* switch to continuous mode */
serial_port[1][GLOBAL] = serial_port[1][GLOBAL] | 0x0C00;
/* if transmitting to DAC, make sure to write to the transmit
register no later than 3 SCLK=CLKX cycles before the next
transfer */
}
}
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Subroutine to initialize TLC320AD58 */
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------*/
void init_ad58(void)
{
asm(" ldi 0010b,IOF"); /* reset XF0, power down AD58 */
asm(" rpts 2500 "); /* wait for 100 usec before */
asm(" nop "); /* asserting DigPwd */
asm(" ldi 0110b,IOF"); /* AD58 normal operation */
}
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Example 2. C3x.h, header file listing
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* FILE: C3X.H
*/
/* TMS320C3X CONTROL REGISTER SETTINGS TO SETUP INTERFACE WITH
*/
/* TLC320AD58 - 18 BIT MASTER MODE
*/
/*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*------------------------------*/
/* Serial Port 1 Initialization */
/*------------------------------*/
#define X1_MODE 0x000000111
/*
#define R1_MODE 0x000000111
/*
#define S1_CONFIG 0x00EBC3C00
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

FSX/DX/CLKX are serial port pins */
FSX/DX/CLKX are serial port pins */
Serial-Port Configuration */
FSX/FSR input */
FSX/FSR signals active high */
external CLKX/R */
CLKX/CLKR active low */
fixed data rate mode */
32-bit data width */
TX/RX interrupts are enabled */
XRESET/RRESET set to 0 */
(take out of reset) */

/*------------------------*/
/* Timer 0 Initialization */
/*------------------------*/
/* TOUT Frequency (clock mode) = 1/[8*CLKIN*T0_PERIOD], if
/*
T0_PERIOD period>0
/*
= 1/[4*CLKIN], if T0_PERIOD period = 0
#define T0_PERIOD 0
/* TOUT0 = 12,288 MHz for 49.152 MHz CLKIN
#define T0_HOLD
0x0301
/* clock mode, 50% duty cycle */
#define T0_GO
0x03C1
/*----------------*/
/* Interrupt Mask */
/*----------------*/
asm("_ERINT1_CPU .set
asm("_GIEBIT
.set

*/
*/
*/
*/

80h");
/* enable serial port 1 receive int */
2000h"); /* global enable interrupts */

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* TMS320C3X CONTROL REGISTER LOCATIONS
*/
/*---------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*--------------*/
/* Serial Ports */
/*--------------*/
/* SERIAL PORT BASE LOCATION */
volatile int (*serial_port)[16] = (volatile int (*)[16]) 0x808040;
/* SERIAL PORT CONTROL REGISTERS */
#define GLOBAL
0
/*
#define X_PORT
2
/*
#define R_PORT
3
/*
#define X_DATA
8
/*
#define R_DATA 12
/*

GLOBAL CONTROL */
TRANSMIT CONTROL */
RECEIVE CONTROL */
TRANSMIT DATA */
RECEIVE DATA */
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/*-------*/
/* Timer */
/*-------*/
/* TIMER BASE LOCATION */
volatile int (*timer)[16] = (volatile int (*)[16]) 0x808020;
#define T_COUNTER 4
#define T_PERIOD 8

Example 3. Vectors.h, TMS320C3x Interrupt Vector Table Listing
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Filename: vectors.h
Defines interrupt vectors and trap vectors */
/*
for C programs
*/
/*
*/
/* Usage:
#include vectors.h
*/
/*
*/
/* Modifications: If you add interrupt service routines, modify
*/
/*
this file to insert the vectors at the proper
*/
/*
location in the vector table.
*/
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------*/
asm("
asm("

.global _c_int00
.global _c_int08

");
");

asm("
asm("RESET
asm("INT0
asm("INT1
asm("INT2
asm("INT3
asm("XINT0
asm("RINT0
asm("XINT1
asm("RINT1
asm("TINT0
asm("TINT1
asm("DINT

.sect
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word
.word

asm("

.space 20

asm("TRAP0 ");
asm("
asm("
asm("

.loop 28
; TRAPS 0-27 are
.word _c_int99 ; undefined traps
.endloop

asm("

.space 4

\"vectors\"
");
_c_int00 ; external RESET_c_int99 ; external INT0_c_int99 ; external INT1_c_int99 ; external INT2_c_int99 ; external INT3_c_int99 ; Serial port 0 XMT
_c_int99 ; Serial port 0 RCV
_c_int99 ; Serial port 1 XMT
_c_int08 ; Serial port 1 RCV
_c_int99 ; Timer 0
_c_int99 ; Timer 1
_c_int99 ; DMA complete
; Reserved space

");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");
");

");
");
");

; TRAPS 28-31 reserved");

/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* NOTE: Put all interrupt handlers AFTER this next statement!
*/
/*
*/
/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/
asm("
.text
");
void c_int99() { }
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/* Spurious interrupt handler */

